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An IELTS student gets 1 minute to prepare for cue card in speaking test part 2.
The candidates have numerous doubts regarding the effective use of this time.
In reality, the IELTS Speaking cue card is a daunting task for most students as they have to
speak on a topic for 1 to 2 minutes.No doubt they get one minute for preparation, test
seekers usually do not have a plan to outline the content for speaking.
Due to this reason, working according to a plan is a prudent approach to pass your IELTS
speaking test with flying colours.
Strategy:
Make judicious use of the 1 minute time by quickly garnering ideas on the topic given
to you for speaking. Draw a list of relevant keywords that strike your mind. Take this
time as an opportunity to outline the content you would like to use for your cue card.
For further details, you can visit our website i.e www. ieltspages.com.We provide online
coaching for IELTS. For more information, you can Call/Whatsapp at +91-9814713537 Cue
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Although one minute seems to be less time for a student to prepare for the cue card,
working with discipline candidates can make prudent use of it.
Below is the list of the Cue Cards Jan to April 2022
1.Describe something that was broken in your home and then repaired
2.Describe an ambition you haven’t achieved
3.Describe a time when you organized a happy event successfully
4.Describe something you received for free
5.Describe a famous person that you are interested in
6.Describe a toy you liked in your childhood
7.Describe your experience when you changed your school/college or Describe an
experience about moving to a new school or house
8.Describe a person you met only once and want to know more about
9.Describe a resolution you made in the new year
10.Describe a skill that you learned from older people
11.Describe a person you follow on social media
12.Describe a thing you did to learn other language
13.Describe a course that impressed you a lot
14.Describe an interesting song
15.Describe a special cake you received from others
16.Describe an interesting conversation you had with your friend
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17.Describe a place in a village that you visited
18.Desribe a long walk you ever had
19.Describe an item of clothing that someone gave you
20.Describe a city you think is very interesting
21.Describe a rule that you don’t like
22.Describe someone you really like to spend time with
23.Describe a time you visited a new place
24.Describe a house or an apartment you would like to live in
25.Describe a person who contributes to the society
26.Describe a story someone told you and you remember
27.Describe a gift you would like to buy for your friend
28.Describe a thing you cannot live without
29.Describe a person who impressed you the most when you were in primary school
30.Describe an item on which you spent more than expected IELTS cue card
31.Describe an activity that you usually do that wastes your time IELTS cue card
32.Describe a skill that was difficult for you to learn IELTS cue card
33.Describe a time you moved to a new home/school IELTS cue card
34.Describe a time when you felt proud of a family member IELTS cue card
35.Describe a difficult thing you did IELTS cue card
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36.Describe a time you got up early IELTS cue card
37.Describe an art or craft activity (e.g painting, woodwork, etc) that you had (at school)
IELTS cue card
38.Describe a person who solved a problem in a smart way IELTS cue card
39.Describe an exciting book that you enjoy reading IELTS cue card
40.Describe a cafe you like to visit IELTS cue card
41.Describe a plan in your life that is not related to work or study IELTS cue card
42.Talk about an article which you read about health IELTS cue card
43.Describe a time you were friendly to someone you didn’t like IELTS cue card
44.Describe a time you bought something from a street or outdoor market IELTS cue card
45.Describe a time when you are waiting for something special that would happen IELTS
cue card
46.Describe a famous athlete you know IELTS cue card
47.Describe a creative person whose work you admire IELTS cue card
48.Describe a difficult decision that you once made IELTS cue card
49.Describe a habit your friend has and you want to develop IELTS cue card
50.Describe a bike/motorcycle /car trip you would like to go on IELTS cue card
51.Describe a place you visited on vacation IELTS cue card
52.Describe a good service you received IELTS cue card
53.Describe a businessman you admire IELTS cue card
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54.Descrbe a town or city where you would like to live in the future IELTS cue card
55.Describe a foreign person who you have heard or known that you think is interesting
IELTS cue card
56.Decsribe an activity that you do after school/work IELTS cue card
57.Describe a time when you tried to do something but weren’t very successful IELTS cue
card
58.Describe a piece of equipment that is important in your home IELTS cue card
59.Describe someone older than you, whom you admire IELTS cue card
60.Describe an argument between two of your friends
61.Describe a natural talent you want to improve like sports music
62.Describe a law on environmental protection
63.Describe a puzzle you have played
64.Describe a live sports match that you have watched
65.Describe an occasion when you were not allowed to use your mobile phone IELTS cue
card
66.Describe a piece of local news that people are interested in
67.Describe a tall building in your city you like or dislike IELTS cue card
68.Describe an occasion when many people were smiling
69.Describe a time you saw something interesting on social media
70.Describe an art or craft activity that you had at school IELTS cue card
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71.Describe a company where you live that employs a lot of people IELTS cue card
72.Describe a quiet place you like to spend your time in
73.Describe a time when you helped a friend
74.Describe a leisure activity near/on the sea that you want to try IELTS cue card
75.Describe a time when you shared something with others IELTS cue card
76.Describe your favourite movie IELTS cue card
77.Describe a time you got lost in a place you did not know about
78.Describe your first day at school
79.Describe an aquatic animal
80.Describe a bag you want to own
81.Describe your favourite singer IELTS cue card
82.Describe a time you made a promise to someone
83.Describe an art exhibition that you visited
84.Describe a time when you told your friend an important truth
85.Describe a skill that you can teach other people
86.Describe a time when you needed to use your imagination

Latest cue card 2022 full questions.
1.Describe something that was broken in your home and then repaired.
You should say:
What it is?
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How it was broken?
How you got it repaired?
And how you felt about it?
2.Describe an ambition that you haven’t achieved.
You should say:
What it is?
Why you haven’t achieved it?
What you did?
And how you felt about it?
3.Describe a time when you organized a happy event successfully.
You should say:
What the event was?
How you prepared for it?
Who helped you to organize it?
And explain why you think it was a successful event?
4.Describe something you received for free.
You should say:
What it was?
Who you received it from?
Where you received it?
And how you felt about it?
5.Describe a famous person that you are interested in
You should say
Who this person is?
How you know about this person?
What sort of life they had before they became famous?
How this person became famous?
And explain why you like this person?
6.Talk about a toy you liked in your childhood.
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You should say:
What was the toy?
Who gave it to you?
How often did you play with it?
7.Describe a time you moved to a new home/school.
You should say
When you moved?
Why you moved?
Where you moved?
How you felt about it?
8.Describe a person you only met once and want to know more about
You should say:
Who he/she is?
When you met him/her?
Why do you want to know more about him/her?
And explain how you feel about him/her?
9.Describe a resolution you made in the new year
You should say:
What is the resolution?
How will you complete it?
How you feel about it?
Why you made this resolution?
10. Describe a skill that you learned from older people.
You should say:
What the skill is?
Who you learned it from?
How you learned it?
And how you feel about it?
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11. Describe a person you follow on social media.
You should say:
Who he/she is?
How do you know him/her?
What he/she posts on social media?
And explain why you follow him/her on social media?
12. Describe a thing you did to learn another language.
You should say:
What language you learned?
What you did?
How it helped you learn the language?
And how you felt about it?
13. Describe an interesting song.
You should say:
What the song is?
What story the song tells? / What it is about?
Whether the song is popular?
And explain why you think it is interesting?
14. Describe a course that impressed you a lot.
You should say:
What the course was about?
Where you took the course?
What you did during the course?
And explain why it impressed you a lot?
15. Describe a special cake you received from others.
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You should say:
When it happened?
Where it happened?
Who you got the cake from?
And explain why it’s a special cake?
16. Describe an interesting conversation you had with your friend.
You should say:
Who you spoke with?
Where you were?
What the conversation was about?
And explain why you think it was interesting?
17. Describe a place in a village that you visited.
You should say:
Where it is?
When you visited this place?
What you did there?
And how you feel about this place?
18. Describe a long walk you ever had.
You should say:
When this happened?
Where you walked?
Who you were with?
And explain how you felt about this walk?
19. Describe an item of clothing that someone gave you.
You should say:
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What the clothing was?
Who gave it to you?
When you got it?
And explain why this person gave you the clothing?
20. Describe a city that you think is very interesting.
You should say:
Where it is?
What it is famous for?
How you knew this city?
And explain why you think it is very interesting?
21. Describe a rule that you don’t like.
You should say:
What it is?
Why you don’t like it?
How others feel about the rule?
And explain whether you’ve followed the rule?
22. Describe someone you really like to spend time with.
You should say:
Who this person is?
How you knew him/her?
What you usually do together?
And explain why you like to spend time with him/her?
23. Describe a time you visited a new place.
You should say:
Where the new place is?
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When you went there?
Why you went there?
And explain how you feel about the place?
24. Describe a house or an apartment you would like to live in.
You should say:
What it is like?
Where it would be?
Why you would like to live in this house/apartment?
And how you feel about this house/apartment?
25. Describe a person who contributes to the society.
You should say:
Who this person is?
How you knew him/her?
What type of work he/she does?
And explain why you think he/she contributes to the society?
26. Describe a story someone told you and you remember.
You should say
What the story was about?
Who told you this story?
Why you remember it?
And how you feel about it?
27. Describe a gift you would like to buy for your friend.
You should say:
What gift you would like to buy?
Who you would like to give it to?
Why you would like to buy a gift for him/her?
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And explain why you choose that gift?
28. Describe a thing you cannot live without (not mobile or computer).
You should say:
What it is?
How long have you had it for?
Why you cannot live without it?
Explain how you felt when you were without it?
29. Describe a person who impressed you the most when you were in primary
school.
You should say
Who he/she is?
How you knew him/her?
Why he/she impressed you the most?
And how you feel about him/her?
30.Describe an item on which you spent more than expected.
You should say
What it is?
How much did you spend on it?
Why you bought it?
And explain why you think you spent more than expected.
31.Describe an activity that you usually do that wastes your time.
You should say
What it is?
When you usually do it?
Why do you do it?
And explain why you think it wastes your time.
32.Describe a skill that was difficult for you to learn.
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You should say
When you learned it?
Why you learned it?
How you learned it?
How you felt when you learned it?
33.Describe a time you moved to a new home/school.
You should say
When you moved?
Why you moved?
Where you moved?
How you felt about it?
34.Describe a time when you felt proud of a family member.
You should say
When it happened?
Who is this person?
What the person did?
And explain why you felt proud of him/her.
35.Describe a difficult thing you did.
You should say
What it was?
How did you complete it?
Why it was difficult?
And how you felt about doing it?
36.Describe a time you got up early.
You should say
When was it?
Why did you get up early?
What did you do after getting up?
How did you feel about it?
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37.Describe a person who solved a problem in a smart way.
You should say
Who this person is?
What the problem was?
How he/she solved it?
And explain why you think he/ she did it in a smart way?
38.Describe an exciting book that you enjoy reading.
You should say
When you read it?
What kind of book it is?
What is about?
And explain why you think it is exciting?
39.Describe a cafe you like to visit.
You should say
Where it is?
What kinds of food and drinks it serves?
What do you do there?
And explain why you like to go there?
40.Describe an article which you have read about health.
You should say
What was it?
When you read it?
Where did you read it?
Why did you read it?
Why do you think it was an interesting read?
41.Describe a time you were friendly to someone you didn’t like.
You should say
When and Where it happened?
Who he/she was?
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Why didn’t you like this person?
And explain why you were friendly to him/her on that occasion.
42.Describe a time you bought something from a street or outdoor market.
You should say
When was it?
Where was the market?
What did you buy?
And how you felt about it?
43.Describe a time when you are waiting for something special that would happen.
You should say
What you waited for?
Why was it special?
Explain how you felt when you were waiting?
44.Describe a famous athlete you know.
You should say
Who he/she is?
How do you know him/her?
What has he/she achieved?
And explain why he/she is famous?
45.Describe a creative person whose work you admire.
You should say
Who he/she is?
How do you know him/her?
What creative things he/she has done?
And explain why you think he or she is creative?
46.Describe a difficult decision you once made?
You should say
What the decision was?
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When you made the decision?
How long did it take you to make the decision?
And explain why it was a difficult decision to make?
47.Describe a habit your friend has and you want to develop.
You should say
Who your friend is?
What habit he/she has?
When you noticed this habit?
And explain why you want to develop this habit?
48. Describe a place you visited on vacation.
You should say
When you went there?
Where it is?
What you did there?
And explain why you went there?
49.Describe a good service you received.
You should say
What was the service?
When you received it?
Who you were with?
An how you felt about it?
50.Describe a businessman you admire.
You should say
Who this person is?
How do you know this person?
What kind of business this person does?
Why do you admire this person?
51.Describe a foreign person who you have heard or known that you think is
interesting.
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You should say
Who this person is?
How do you know this person?
What kind of this person is?
Why do you think this person is interesting?
52.Describe a good law for women.
You should say
When it was introduced?
What is there in this law?
Why you like it?
53.Describe a village near hometown.
You should say
What is the name of the village?
How far it is?
What do you know about it?
Do you like it or not?
54.Describe an activity that you do after school/work.
You should say
What it is?
When and Where you do it?
Who you do it with?
And how you feel about it?
55.Describe a time when you tried to do something but weren’t very successful.
You should say
When it was?
What you tried?
Why it was not very successful?
And how you felt about it?
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56.Describe a street market in your city.
You should say
Where is it?
What can you buy there?
What is it famous for?
How you feel about it?
57.Describe an argument two of your friends had.
You should say
When it happened?
What it was about?
How it was solved?
How you felt about it?
58.Describe a natural talent you want to improve like sports music.
You should say
What it is?
When you discovered?
How you want to improve it?
And how you feel about it?
59.Describe a law on environmental protection.
You should say
What it is?
How you first learned about it?
Who benefits from it?
And explain how you feel about this law?
60.Describe a town or city where you would like to live in the future.
You should say
Where is it?
How you know about this city?
What it is famous for?
Why you would like to live there?
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61. Describe a puzzle you have played.
You should say
What it is like?
How easy or difficult it is?
How long it takes you to solve it?
And how you feel about it?
62.Describe a live sports match that you have watched.
You should say
What it was?
When you watched it?
What it was like?
And how you felt about it?
63.Describe an article on health you read in a magazine or on the internet
You should say
What it was?
Where you read it?
Why you read it?
And how you felt about it?
64.Describe a plan in your life that is not related to work or study
You should say
What it is about?
Why you made this plan?
What you need to do first?
And explain how you would feel if it is successful?
65.Describe an occasion when you were not allowed to use your mobile phone
You should say
When it was?
Where it was?
Why you were not allowed to use your mobile phone?
How you felt about it?
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66.Describe a piece of local news that people are interested in
You should say
What it was about?
Where you saw/heard it?
Who was involved?
And explain why people were interested in it?
67.Describe a tall building in your city you like or dislike
You should say
Where it is?
What it is used for?
What it looks like?
And explain why you like or dislike it?
68.Describe an occasion when many people were smiling.
You should say
When it happened?
Who you were with?
What happened?
And explain why many people were smiling?
69.Describe a time you saw something interesting on social media.
You should say
When it was?
Where you saw it?
What you saw?
And explain why you think it was interesting?
70.Describe an art or craft activity that you had at school.
You should say
What you made?
How you made it?
What it looked like?
And how you felt about the activity?
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71.Describe a company where you live that employs a lot of people.
You should say
What it does?
How many people it employs?
What kind of people work there?
How you feel about it?
72.Describe a quiet place you like to spend your time in.
You should say
Where it is?
How you knew it?
How often you go there?
What you do there?
And explain why you like the place?
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